AESTHETICS MATTER
WITH SNAPNRACK
Appealing Design With Built-In Aesthetics

The SnapNrack Solar Mounting
Solutions is a line of solar racking

SnapNrack Simplified

specifically designed to reduce
your installation time and cost. The

•

field by a team of veteran solar

SnapNrack system incorporates

engineers and installers to drive

major technical and production
advances to simplify and reduce
the cost of solar installations. The
innovative system design excels in
enhanced aesthetics by featuring
flat edge rails and using universal
end clamps that leave a flush cut
edge on the array. Contrary to
the competition skirts available
that require additional parts,
SnapNrack’s enhanced aesthetics
are built-in to the design without
requiring additional components and
hardware.

SnapNrack was developed in the

down overall installation costs.

•

SnapNrack produces innovative
feature-rich mounting solutions
that are designed to reduce
installation and life cycle costs of
PV installations. Features include:
•

Snap in hardware

•

Single tool installation

•

No cutting or drilling

•

Preassembled hardware

•

Easy leveling

Simple
SnapNrack rails feature a flat edge that
always leaves a polished clean finish. Unlike
competitor’s array skirts, a clean polished
look is achieved from the rail’s design without
installing additional parts. The rail channels
incorporate built in wire management to hide
any electrical wires. The rail sizes, 122” and 162”,
are designed to hold 3 or 4 modules and leave a
square edge, without any required cutting. The
ends of the rails are finished with a matching
end cap that helps create a smooth, clean line
finish on the system.

Innovative
The Universal End Clamp (UEC) is a unique
one-size-fits-all clamp that slips inside the
module frame, completely out of sight. Since
the UEC locks onto the module frame from the
underneath, the rails are able to be cut flush
with the modules.

Adaptable
SnapNrack features accessories that further
enhance the design aesthetics. For instance, the
Edge Screen Protector guards against critters
and debris without damaging the array or
reducing production. Installation is a tool less
process that can retrofit to any existing array.
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